
0Case Study - Inventory Management
Resolving a reoccurring problem by leveraging complexity

MBF is a chain of 500 retail stores operating in 
the five gulf states.  We provide healthy, 
organic food,  and environmentally friendly 
products. MBF has grown due to several 
acquisition and mergers. We are expecting a 
growth rate of 20% a year for the next 5 years 
and becoming a market leader by 2023.

Galaxies services encapsulate crucial 
science, experience and toolset knowledge 
to resolve complex problems. Their 
approach saved us months of work !
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Creating solutions supporting the company challenge 

The changes we introduce to roles, structure and even 
management practice enable us to reach the following results:
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2 - Challenge

4 - Benefits

Galaxies provided us a service-based solution 
using a framework they created based on two 
sciences and MIT’s Systems Thinking. Its an 
approach that finds challenges and 
opportunities by understanding how all parts 
of a whole connected. Using this approach we 
found fundamental problems that we were 
never aware of before. We discovered our 
organization operational model had delays and 
unbalanced causes and impacts. People 
operated from mental models and using fast 
thinking that prevent collaboration needed for 
cross company inventory management. We 
also found out that previous M&A interduce 
culture and organizational structure 
challenges. After changes to  management, 
structure, role, and technology we manage to 
reach a significant improvement.

As a retail chain with multiple locations 
and distributing centers we tried more 
than once to implement just-in-time 
system across all stores and distribution 
centers. We struggled with problems and 
never manage to implement this model 
across the company. Over time we 
realized that approaching this problem 
from engineering perspective limited our 
success. We were dealing with complex 
problems that requires different 
approach.
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Thank You

Get In Touch
There are several ways to contact us, choose the one that works best for you:

Call or text: 781-708-3550

natty.gur@ongalaxies.com

Book an appointment

http://ongalaxies.com
https://www.cloudhq.net/meeting/natty.gur@ongalaxies.com

